
wall art, crafted from planks of solid wood, pierced and hand-carved. Simplicity at its 
most complex. These new additions to Mademoiselle . This collection is quickly becoming a 
steadfast collector’s edition as well a new business model for the legendary design mogul. 

The New York Showroom grand opening follows the Christopher Guy June launch its cutting 
edge new website. The iBuild software feature on the website is a collection of interactive 
applications: iWall, iRoom and iPlan Pro, for interior designing. It allows users to view their 
selection of CG items side by side as hand-drawings within a room setting. With iBuild, users 
will see their projects come to life, in a hand-sketched technique never before experienced. 
These tools are ideal for interior designers and sophisticated homeowners, and set to inspire 
the way they interact with the website, adding their personal creativity to a Christopher Guy 
layout.

INTERNATIONAL INSPIRATION
Christopher Guy Harrison, the creator and CEO of the Christopher Guy brand, was born in 
Britain, raised in Spain and France, and currently resides between Singapore, London, Los 
Angeles and New York. His international background allows him to draw on inspiration from 
everything he experiences around him, as well as contributing to his ability to incorporate 
period elements and transform them into t imeless designs graced with elegance and 
sophistication.

WORLDWIDE ACCLAIM
Defined by the singular design philosophy of “A Contemporary Mood with Classic Values”, 
Christopher Guy furnishings have garnered worldwide acclaim. Christopher Guy’s prestigious 
listing of accomplished projects includes the Wynn Resorts in Las Vegas and Macau, the 
prominent Phoenix Resort in Sanya, China and the Ritz Carlton, Tokyo, to mention just a few. 
His furnishings have become stars in their own right in films such as “Casino Royale,” “The 
Devil Wears Prada,” and the “Hangover.”

Christopher's eye for detail , passion for design and abil i ty to capture and reflect a 
distinctively classic yet contemporary mood has ensured the Christopher Guy name is at the 
forefront of luxury furnishings design around the world. Christopher Guy continues to grow 
via stand-alone stores in West Hollywood, Chicago, Verona, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Taiwan, 
Singapore, to name a few, and has established growth strategies on every continent with 
the latest growth targeting the Middle Eastern Market.

The Christopher Guy New York Showroom, welcoming an international and domestic clientele, 
is located at New York Design Center 200 Lexington Avenue Penthouse Suite - Level Nº16 
New York, NY 10016.

For more information, please visit our official website www.christopherguy.com

Los Angeles, Cal i f . (July 2013) – Jo in 
Chr i s topher Guy , t he wor ld- renowned 
luxury furnishings designer and “Creator 
of the World’s Most Fabulous Lifestyles,” 
in celebrating the grand opening of the 
New Yo r k S howroom a t t h e New Yo r k 
Design Center (NYDC) on September 17th, 
2013. The celebration will be hosted by 
Christopher Guy Harrison and Margaret 
Russe l l , Edi tor in Chief of Arch i tectural 
D iges t and wi l l showcase the exqui s i te 
Christopher Guy Mademoiselle Collection in 
the beautiful 20,000 square foot showroom 
on the 16th floor. The lifestyle of fashion 
icon, Coco Chanel was the inspiration for 
the Mademoi se l le un ique and f lawles s 
designs. 

The Christopher Guy showroom located on the 
penthouse floor of the NYDC includes three suites, 
each portraying varying life-styles. The new showroom strengthens the brand’s offering to 
designers and architects in one of the world’s largest metropolitan areas. Mademoiselle is 
showcased beautifully in this fabulous setting, evoking sumptuous and flirtatious elegance. It 
teases with its subtle, coy forms and allures you in to a prestigious world as if casting a spell 
on the room. While each piece works individually there is a harmonious design dialogue of 
glamour throughout the entire collection. 

The September 17th grand opening of the New York showroom will only be the beginning of 
a week filled with celebration. On the 18th, Christopher Guy Harrison will be a presenter at 
the Cottages and Gardens 7th Annual Innovation in Design Awards being held at the Harvard 
Club and Thursday September 19th, the 5th Annual “What's New, What's Next” begins at 
NYDC where Christopher Guy Harrison alongside Elle Décor Magazine will be making a 
presentation at the new Christopher Guy showroom.

Residing in Singapore and frequently traveling worldwide, Christopher Guy Harrison enjoys a 
global lifestyle and finding inspiration and influence from different places around the world. 
“It’s a fabulous honor to launch the Christopher Guy showroom at the New York Design Center 
and at over 20,000 sq. ft it is also our largest showroom to date” said Founder and CEO, 
Christopher Guy Harrison, “This marks our 6th international showroom opening in recent months, 
which is a wonderful way to keep me traveling the globe.“

Some of the highlights of the expanded Mademoiselle Collection include a signature 
Christopher Guy mirror design, Petales (#50-2971), composed of hand-carved petals, of 
which there are twenty-four, was designed by Christopher to reflect an hour in the day of 
our lives. Montmartre (#60-0380), a beautifully tufted banquette with a black satin finish 
is wonderful as a central focal point such as a lobby or as a coffee table. The new Corail 
d’or (#90-0054) lamp was inspired by one of nature's most beautiful forms, coral and so 
its subtle lines were recreated by Christopher in this light sconce to ensure elegance without 
overwhelming his vision of what the Mademoiselle household would look like. The Bâtons 
blancs (#46-0418), is made of white sticks is a subtle and yet highly complex piece of white 
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